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A counterexample is exhibited to a natural conjecture concerning the optimal way to group records
into pages in the independent reference model of computer paging (an organization is said to be optimal if
the "least recently used" miss ratio is minimized).
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1. Introduction
Consider the following problem: given a set of
equal-sized records and their request probabilities, how
should we partition the records into equal-sized pages
so as to minimize the expected L R U ("least recently
used") miss ratio [1,6] in a paged computing system
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with two-level storage hierarchy? We will show that in a
very simple model of record references (the "independent reference model" of [1,5]), a natural conjecture is false.
Assume that there are mk records R ~ , . . . , Rmk, and
that at each discrete time unit exactly one record is
referenced; record i is referenced at time t with probability p~(1 < i < mk), independent of past history. Of
course ~ ] p~ = 1. We wish to distribute the mk records
a m o n g m pages with exactly k records to a page. Under
the L R U memory management policy, if there is a page
fault, that is, if a page is referenced that is not in main
memory, then that page is moved into main m e m o r y and
the page that has been least recently referenced is removed. The expected LRU miss ratio M is the limiting
probability of a page fault. The expected L R U hit ratio
(which is 1 -- M) has a natural interpretation in the
independent reference model as the expected weight of
main memory. We wish to know which partitioning of
records into pages minimizes the expected L R U miss
ratio.
For ease in notation, assume that pl >_ p2 >__ . . . >__
p,,k >__ 0. A natural conjecture is that the optimal organization is obtained by placing R 1 , . . . , Rk on one page,
R k + x , . . . , R2k on another page, and so on. In other
words, the most frequently referenced records are assigned to one page, the next most frequently referenced
records are assigned to another page, and so on. We will
call this particular allocation of records to pages the
"most likely together" organization. (Actually, this
organization need not be unique if the p~'s are not all
different. F o r example, if p~ = p~, then we could interchange the roles of records R4 and R~. However, this
need not concern us.) Yue and W o n g [7] show that the
most likely together organization is best under two
criteria of optimality: minimal expected working set
size [3], and minimal expected L R U stack distance [6].
But we will show that this organization does not always
minimize the expected L R U miss ratio.

2. A Class of Counterexamples
Assume that there are eight records R 1 , . . . , R s ;
that we wish to allocate two records to a page; and that
first-level m e m o r y is just large enough to hold six
records (three pages). Assume that records R1 and R2
each have access probability p; that records R3, R4, R~,
and R6 each have access probability r; that record R7
has access probability r -- ~; and that record R8 has
access probability e. Thus, 2p + 5r = 1. Assume that
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p > r > e >_ 0. F o r simplicity, the reader can assume
t h r o u g h o u t that e = 0. We are allowing the possibility
that e ~ 0 so that no record need have access probability zero.
In the most likely together organization, records R1
and R~ will be on one page, R3 and R4 on another page,
and so on. So there will be four pages, with page reference probabilities 2p, 2r, 2r, and r. If we apply K i n g ' s
formula [5; 2, p. 272] for the expected L R U miss ratio,
we find, after considerable c o m p u t a t i o n ' that the miss
ratio is
2p(l -- 2p)(1237-l-5479p -- 6812p2+4416p~-k9792p4)
75(2 q-p)(3 -b 4p)(1 -}- 3p)(1 q- 8,o)

We have shown that in the independent reference
model, the natural method of grouping records into
pages, in which the most frequently referenced records
are allocated to the same page, does not necessarily
minimize the expected L R U miss ratio. Whether this organization is near-optimal is an open problem.
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(2)

Expression (1) minus expression (2) turns out to be
(I -- 2 p ) ( I -- 7p)2(--I 188 -- 4 7 0 7 p + 1207p2 + 7932p3 -- 2916p4 ~ 8 6 4 p 5)
75(2 -I- p ) ( 3 q- 4 p ) ( l if- 3p)(I h- 8p)(3 - p ) ( 4 - 3p)

(3)
We are interested in whether expression (3) is positive or negative. Clearly, (3) is positive, for 0 < p < ½,
iff the fifth-degree polynomial which is a subexpression
of (3) is positive, namely:
--1188 - 4707p q- 12071p~-k 7932p3 - 2916p4 + 864ps.

3. Summary

(1)

We now consider another m e t h o d of allocating
records to pages. Page 1 contains records R1 and R4 ;
page 2 contains R2 and R3 ; page 3 contains Ra and R0 ;
and page 4 contains R7 and R8. So the page reference
probabilities are (p -1- r), (p -t- r), 2r, and r. Again
applying K i n g ' s formula, we find that the miss ratio is
(1 - 2p)(1 -l- 3p)(1188 q- 1131p - 3973p2 - 1196p~-1- 228p')
75(2 + p)(3 + @)(3 -- p)(4 -- 3p)

R7 and R8 in the final page, the miss ratio is .005548 . . . .
which is smaller.
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(4)

It is straightforward to check that (4) has a (nonmultiple) zero at ~" = .4729 . . . . and that (4) is positive
for p > ~'. Hence, if ~" < p < ½, then miss ratio (1) is
larger than miss ratio (2). So, in this case, the most
likely together organization is not optimal.
As an example, let p = .49 and e = .001. Then there
are eight records, with request probabilities .49, .49,
.004, .004, .004, .004, .003, and .001. Assume as before
that main m e m o r y is just large enough to hold six records, or three pages of two records each. W h e n we
allocate the records to pages, with two records to a page,
the miss ratio under the most likely together organization is .005868 . . . . U n d e r the unusual organization we
described, where records R1 and R4 are in one page, R2
and R3 in another page, R~ and R0 in another page, and
1All symbolic computations (which would have been excessively
tedious to carry out by hand) were executed by the Scratchpad system [4l on the IBM 370/158 at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center.
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